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Because of Love: Volume 1 is a performance work about life, 
childhood, humanity, inhumanity, love and grief. The piece 
is semi-autobiographical, drawing upon vivid memories of 
TIVWSREP�I\TIVMIRGIW�ERH�IRGSYRXIVW�[MXL�EVX��½PQ�ERH�
dance from different times in my life. 

Central to the work is the idea of the sentimentality of 
memory – the emotional charge and romanticism often 
applied to one’s experience of remembering the past. 

-�EQ�MRWTMVIH�F]�QIQSVMIW�WYGL�EW�XLI�½VWX�XMQI�-�IRXIVIH�
the Rothko room at Tate Britain in 1983, the paintings of 
%RWIPQ�/MIJIV��XLI�½VWX�XMQI�-�WE[�Q]�HIEV�JVMIRH�6EMQYRH�
,SKLI�TIVJSVQMRK��ERH�[LIR�-�½VWX�WE[�HSGYQIRXEXMSR�SJ�
the dancer, Kazuo Ohno’s work.

I am interested in how these experiences, which may have 
been mediated by somebody else’s voice, or life, or art 
form can become one’s own - and be appropriated in a 
way that is both personal and political.

*          *          *

Inspiration
- Franko B
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Franko has invited us to write a few words of 
introduction to Because of Love: Volume 1. He’s 
asked us because he knows that we love him 
and he says we are ‘important’ to him and his 
work. We are both thrilled by this.

We’ve never written anything together. Lois 
has written about Franko before as a curator. 
Gill has written on behalf of Franko, but never 
about him. So we decided that we would write, 
together and separately, as Franko’s friends and 
fans - as two people who have known him, and 
his wonderful ways of working, for many years, 
and whose admiration and devotion will never 
diminish.  

- Gill Lloyd (Artsadmin) and Lois Keidan 
(Live Art Development Agency)

June 2013

GL  Red and Gold – the past and present of Franko – 
the emblematic red tattoos that adorn him and the red 
blood that he shared with his audiences during a period 
of cathartic performances and canvases marked with his 
blood. Fragile, exposed, and alone in the middle of an 
audience.  An iconic artist, his body painted an innocence 
of white, exuding a sadness and a tenderness in a brutal 
way.

And then deep in the basement in Toynbee Studios, rope 
and black paint by the vat are going in his studio and huge 
carefully packaged canvases are coming out to journey into 
the world – Franko travels out from one kind of darkness 
and into another where stuffed birds coated in black paint 
EVI�TIVGLIH�SR�WXERHW�JVS^IR�IZIR�QSVI�XLER�[LIR�½VWX�
stuffed. 

And then the red embroidery silk begins to arrive, skeins 
of veins of red running silk and Franko is stitching beautiful 
and harrowing images onto raw canvases. Suddenly the 
space is clean and light and the some of the darkness is 
gone but the images still cling to dark thoughts.

And then there is a performance – a beautiful performance 
with Franko alone onstage dancing with an enormous 
white polar bear, looking as vulnerable as he did in the 
early days, as a libretto of words speak of the pain and the 
loneliness and the distant past. 

Franko loves gold. He is a chameleon, he is genuine, he 
is tender, he is a painter, performer, stitcher, musician, DJ, 
slicer, and polar bear dancer. He is a taker of risks, a bundle 
of anger that dissipates just as quickly, he is a sufferer and 
he is brave, he is political, he is an artist – a great artist.  
 
*VEROS�MW�E�XIEGLIV�ERH�QIRXSV�ERH�JVMIRH�ERH�½REPP]�ERH�
perhaps most importantly he loves dogs as much as we 
love him. He is pure gold.

Introduction
- Gill Lloyd & Lois Keidan
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LK  Red. It can only be red. The red of the tattoos, the 
red of the blood, the red of the crosses, the red of the 
canvasses, the red of the neons, the red of the prints, the 
red of the collages, the red of the stitches, the red of the 
politics. When we argue I see red. Even in the black works 
I see red. 

I don’t think there is actually any red in Because of Love: 
Volume 1, but I still see it. Or maybe I just feel it. 

Because of Love. Like all Franko B performances I’ve seen 
since 1995, the title is a cry from the heart – Mama, I 
Can’t Sing (1995), I’m Not Your Babe (1996), I Miss You! 
(1999), Don’t Leave Me This Way (2008), I’m Thinking of You 
(2009). But Because of Love is different. Not only is there 
no red, but Franko is dancing, words are spoken, a story 
is told, a life is lived. In so many ways Because of Love is a 
major departure in Franko’s work – a giant leap into new 
territories of choreography, scenography and biography. 
But in other ways such a departure is not a departure for 
Franko. As long as I’ve known him, he has been the most 
TVSPM½G�ERH�WLETI�WLMJXMRK�SJ�EVXMWXW��GSRWMWXIRXP]�XV]MRK�ERH�
testing the possibilities of different media (performance, 
TEMRXMRK��MRWXEPPEXMSR��½PQ��IQFVSMHIV]��WGYPTXYVI��
TLSXSKVETL]��XLI�PMQMXW�SJ�HMJJIVIRX�QEXIVMEPW��¾IWL��FPSSH��
scrap metal, canvas, costume, taxidermy) and the potential 
of different ways of working (teacher, mentor, curator, 
activist).  

Franko dancing with his polar bear in his white vest and 
y-fronts in Because of Love seems a long way from the 
REOIH��FPSSHMIH��EFNIGX��QYXI�½KYVI�-�WE[�MR�Mama, I Can’t 
Sing in 1995. It is a long way, but constant across Franko’s 
huge body of work across all those years is his passion, his 
generosity, his humanity. Beating away at the core of all his 
work is Franko’s big red heart. That is the red in Because of 
Love.

*          *          *
p o w e r l e s s



A show that begins with silence; the silence of recall: 
Franko B’s walk, brief shifts in his body, interludes of 
movement. The silence that allows you to inhabit its 
deepest corners; the stillness that begins to open you 
up to movement; he is here, in front of us, ready to be 
looked at, ready to be loved, navigating emotional states, 
excavating memory. There’s something unsettling and 
unstelling about this long interlude of silence and distilled 
movement; in part, because it never arrives, it’s always 
in process. The duration is an opening as such; as time 
TEWWIW��[I�TVSNIGX��VI¾IGX��IRKEKI��GSRWMHIV��8LMW�WXVEXIK]�
is testament to the artist’s own work: a practice that’s 
always personal but also public, shifting and never located 
within one perameter. This is also what allows Franko B to 
investigate artistic practice, to construct images, moments 
and actions that speak of appearances: those that are his 
own, and others that are appropriated. Here, the artist 
is an archaeologist, transposing images into fractured 
memories, or perhaps the reverse. In this ritual of recall, 
in this stillness, against certainty, our gaze is no longer 
XVERW½\IH�F]�XLI�TSIXMGW�SJ�XLI�FSH]�

Because of Love: Volume 1 is an archive at the crossroads 
between the real and the imagined, the personal and the 
encountered, laying itself bare like an internal desert. We’re 
not voyeurs following a dance with history, engulfed by the 
repetition that seeks to constantly recall (action: Franko 
B falls off a table, repeatedly, until the movement exhausts 
MXWIPJ��YRXMP�EPP�XLI�EJJIGX�LEW�¾SSHIH��8LIWI�QIQSVMIW�
are neither inscribed on the body that has carried them 
here, nor have they fallen prey to a nostalgic encounter. 
The agency is no longer palpable: are we encountering 
the trauma of memory’s vestiges, or occupying a liminal 
territory? With Franko B’s body now bathed in darkness, 

On Excavating Memory
- Diana Damian
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backlit by an overwhelmingly rich red wall of light, we’re unsure whether wounds 
are unearthed or healed. 

Located somewhere between presence and absence, suffering and recovery, 
Because of Love�ETTVSTVMEXIW��STIRW�YT�ERH�¾MVXW�[MXL�QIQSV]�EW�E�GYPXYVEP�ERH�
personal act, investigating not only its agency, but also its overt sentimentality, its 
poetic control. It’s less an autobiographical engagement – though this certainly 
provides its scope and shape – but, in a decidedly collaborative nature, a ritual 
of remembrance as well as an offering. With Othon’s dense and moving piano 
score, Nigel Edward’s iconic lighting design, Gilles Jobin’s choreography toying 
with continuity and verticality and Thomas Qualmann’s animation, Because of 
Love is an interdisciplinary performance of emergence and shifts. Grounded in 
the theatrical, playing with the conventions of the stage, and developed across 
a range of collaborations that also include dialogues with Tim Etchells and Ron 
Athey, and prop work by Nina Berclez and Samuel Kennedy the show moves past 
XLI�TSXIRG]�SJ�MQEKI�ERH�EGXMSR�WS�IQFIHHIH�MR�XLI�EVXMWX Ẃ�[SVO��MX�¾MVXW�[MXL�
the narrative of cultural memory and openly questions notions of appropriation, 
authorship and history. 

-X�MW�RSX�YRYWYEP�JSV�TIVJSVQERGI�XS�¾MVX�[MXL�EYXLIRXMGMX]��I\GEZEXMRK�QIQSV]�
in this poetic anthropological ritual, but Because of Love approaches it altogether 
differently. It doesn’t fall pretty to the demands of representation on stage. In 
fact, in its process of iteration, Because of Love has been stripped down to its bare 
minimum, and all the more evocative and nuanced for it. It resists working with 
anything but strategies for communication and exploration, engaged in actions 
ERH�VMXYEPW��-X Ẃ�MRLIVIRXP]�[MPH��¾MVXMRK�[MXL�WIRXMQIRX�MR�E�VSQERXMG�VLETWSH]�
both appropriated and personal. In its liminality, it engages with a process of recall 
that navigates from the body outwards, diving through chronologies social and 
personal; in its collaborations, it sketches out and makes visible layers of meaning 
across an entire affective landscape, both a gaze in the past and a breath into the 
future. 

It might seem unlikely for an artist like Franko B to inhabit the territory of the 
stage, teasing representation out of theatricality, playing with a humorous poetic 
and an overly sentimental subject matter. Yet Because of Love is not solely a formal 
incision that brings together the body politics of live art with the languages of 
HERGI��PMKLX��TVSNIGXMSR�ERH�WSYRH��MX�MW�E�WMKRM½GERX�HITEVXYVI�XS[EVHW�GSRXMRYMX]��
towards bringing together a range of aspects of the artist’s practice into an 

n e v e r
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archaeological and cultural excavation. This shift from aesthetic representation 
to theatrical embodiment externalises instances of cultural memory and the 
IRGSYRXIV�MXWIPJ��MX�IREGXW�XLI�I\TIVMIRGI�SJ�PSSOMRK�ERH�JIIPMRK��GSR¾EXMRK�XLI�
artistic with the personal in the remit of the stage. In that way, it belongs naturally 
in the artist’s own timeline, as it engages with processes of meaning making that 
capitalise on the visual.

Because of Love is a piece of work that, in some ways, engages with elements 
central to Franko B’s practice: love, consciousness, absence, boundaries, 
vulnerability. Its negotiation of image and action and its understanding of site, 
geometry and symbolism are testament to the artist’s long standing relationship 
to a diverse practice that encompasses painting, photography, sculpture and 
installation alongside live work. 

As live art often navigates the territory between image and action, searching for 
that which is changing, shifting, we are witness to affect. One of Franko B’s most 
iconic works, I Miss You, sees him walking down a long canvas, bathed in white 
paint, blood dripping down his arms; it’s both an encounter loaded with ethics, and 
a moving exploration of love’s theatricality. Though embedded in the politics of 
PMZI�EVX��¾MVXMRK�[MXL�XLI�MGSRSKVETL]�SJ�TIVWSREP�XVEYQE��XLIVI Ẃ�WSQIXLMRK�HIITP]�
moving, affective and operatic about I Miss You that echoes across the artist’s 
work. The tender and the extreme, the archaeology of love, pain and the body 
are also explored in pieces that encompass the artist’s sculptural work, such as 
Love in Times of Pain, an installation that mixes found objects and taxidermy, bathed 
in heavy, black paint, mounted on plinths in a range of settings. This constant 
transformation emerging through images and actions that never settle in the 
abject is always overwhelmed by a classical beauty – and here perhaps Franko 
B’s roots inhabit the language of his work; his relationship to iconography is a 
powerful tension in his work. An iconography not only dominates his practice, but 
it also adorns his body.

Because of Love is, in some ways, meditation on those excursions into the nature 
of human consciousness; it deals with personal memory, but not always authored 
memory – childhood, paternity, experience- but it also circumnavigates this history 
of a practice. From the long moment of contained stillness, to the simple writing 
on the blackboard, and the ritualistic, incessant, affective repetition of a movement 
that navigates from lying to standing, from sitting to standing, these past works are 
recalled without being re-enacted. They are witnesses, presences onstage. In this 
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manner, the whole beginning of the show that makes use of 
FEGOWXEKI�MR�E�[E]�XLEX�IRXMVIP]�VIGSR½KYVIW�XLI�WIQMSXMGW�
of the stage, is a look back into the past; a long, red fabric 
is dragged behind Franko B’s body, almost endless, yet 
never linear despite its direction. We’re encountering a 
certain duration, a certain stasis. And in his structured 
walk, uninterrupted, Franko B is both present and absent, 
joyful and mournful. Later, when we watch the artist dance 
with the animatronic polar bear, we think of both the 
candid image of paternity, and the confusion of childhood; 
XLEX�FIWIIGLIH�PSRIPMRIWW��WIHYGIH�FYX�RIZIV�WEXMW½IH��
humorous, playful and dangerous. In this sense, Because 
of Love is rhapsodic; a continuous movement across time 
that is refracted across the cartography of the artist’s own 
body. 

Amongst these shattered and scattered memories, recalled 
[MXLSYX�VITVIWIRXEXMSR��HMJJIVIRX�GSRXI\XW�FIKMR�XS�¾MVX�
with meaning, to entice it, to tempt it. These are stitched 
MRXS�XLI�TIVJSVQERGI�MXWIPJ��HVE[MRK�YTSR�JEGX�ERH�½GXMSR��
personal and political, authored and appropriated. From the 
depth of experience of Mark Rothko’s red paintings to the 
exposition of trauma in Anselm Kiefer’s work, from Laika’s 
trip into space to Andrei Tarkovsky’s iconic cinematic 
language that both dilutes and chases time, from the 
slippery, durational work of Tehching Hsieh to the abject 
beauty of Gina Pane. It’s hard to tell who these memories 
belong to, yet the proposition of their inhabitation is far 
more evocative, and makes these encounters palpable, 
accessible. Changing perspective, making his way through 
this historical collage, Franko B reveals the rituals behind 
remembrance and teases out the authorship of memory 
and its capacity to inhabit and reconstitute. 

These moments are drawn out, shifted and disrupted 
through the interaction and use of the different mediums; 
from the stage itself, at times giving agency to the body 
and at others, stripping its layers away, to the characterful 
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projection that winds and pauses, or the melody that bathes an image only to 
leave its debris behind. Lighting and choreography are agents in this process 
too, playing with the body as object, sculpted in time, as well as shaping these 
semiotic layers. The show’s technical language reveals a particular engagement with 
processes behind remembrance, and a consideration for their enactment onstage. 

In this way, narrative never arrives, nor is it expected. Instead, we spend time 
with repetition; with ritual; with stage presence; with ellipses and gaps. We travel 
E�HIRWI�PERHWGETI��IZSOMRK�QYPXMTPI�XIQTSVEPMXMIW��]IX�EP[E]W�½\IH�SR�XLI�RS[��
Everything onstage, from materials to bodies, animate or inanimate, works within 
a theatrical paradigm that navigates between seduction and abandon, between 
struggle and release. Identity, then, travels with them; pain and intimacy are 
currencies, yet there’s also a dynamism at play that never allows anything to settle. 
In this sense, Because of Love is no stranger to the politics of Antonin Artaud’s 
work, recalled in the process. The form becomes engulfed by the performance, 
changes shape, serves that which takes itself to the Subject; a landscape of states 
of liminality, moments past, extreme emotions, both personal and appropriated, 
always returning to the body. 

The body here is not an object perceived from an Other, but a lived experience 
shared, opened, a nomadic wound that never calls for healing. Franko B refers to 
a questioning of mediated, appropriated experience. In his unearthing of archives, 
he constitutes memory as public space, shifting its parameters to the theatricality 
of lived experiences, with all its dramatic nuances and paradigms. Memory as that 
which fascinates, tantalises, seduces and sometimes leaves you in abandon. Within 
this landscape, Franko B is searching for dignity. What makes this experience 
a particular step in his own chronology is the ways in which it opens up to 
witnessing, to inhabiting; with its particular relationship to time and collectivity, to 
isolation and relationships, this archaeology is accessible, moving and evocative. 

*          *          *
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o b s o l e t e

Franko B in conversation with 
James Morgan

- Originally published in Garble, Issue 9 (Spring 2013)
www.issuu.com/lcdsgarble

JM  On your website you say that you come from a visual 
art background as opposed to theatre or live art, so I’m 
intrigued why you came to perform in a theatre such as 
The Place?

FB  Time is precious, there is no point in trying to specialise 
- I mean, based on what? You just say the things you need to 
say and then you move on. I like the idea of challenging the 
work, taking it into a different environment and challenging 
the audience instead of just serving a cosy corner, or a 
salloto - a living room, that you kind of create for yourself 
and nurture over the years.  Everything becomes fascist once 
it gets established - it’s crap. I don’t want to do that, I want to 
move on and feel like I’m not arriving anywhere. If you arrive 
you are dead. A lot of artists do this, they build a reputation 
and they hold on - it kills them. And I think I’m good at not 
doing that.

JM  Maybe that’s something to do with your lack of 
discipline - as you said in the post show?

FB  Yes! I can’t do it, I’m not a rational person. I say to 
TISTPI�[LIR�XLI]�WE]�-´Q�HMJ½GYPX��]IEL�-�ORS[��-´Q�ZIV]�
HMJ½GYPX�

JM  You presented this new work in a theatre, and if it isn’t 
a piece of theatre, I wonder what it is that you think makes 
it not theatre?

FB  Well, what is theatre?
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JM  I was just thinking that your presence on stage was very different to what 
a theatre audience might be used to seeing, you showed a different kind of 
vulnerability.

FB  Yeah. I’m not an actor. I think the difference is that I’m an image maker, and 
I’m interested in making an image rather than telling a story. In a way that’s what 
theatre is, telling stories - real or recognisable or not. Although, the work is very 
autobiographical. In a way I try to take an image from a memory that I have, and just 
try not to fall apart totally while I’m doing it. It’s not easy not to fall apart.

JM  I felt really invited into your experience, emotionally I guess.

FB  =IW��MXW�HMJ½GYPX�XLSYKL�FIGEYWI�-�HSR´X�KIX�IQSXMSREP�[LIR�-�XV]�XLMRKW�SYX��&YX�
then when I get in front of the public I fail. I fail, but it is good. Sometimes it is too 
QYGL�QE]FI��FYX�MX�MW�HMJ½GYPX�XS�OIIT�MX�XSKIXLIV��-�XLMRO�XLI�HMJJIVIRGI�MW�XLEX�]SY�
have to have a presence, but that presence doesn’t require you to act or to pretend 
to be what you are not. Performance is a very uncomfortable thing -- Hey, how are 
you? Yeah, I’m good.
?%�KY]�MR�G]GPMRK�WLSVXW�MRXIVVYTXW�YW�XS�WE]�LIPPS���-X�MW�GPIEV�XLMW�MW�*VEROS�&´W�LSQI�
turf.]

FB  He instructs at the gym I used to go to. I went to the gym for two years. I still 
try to do it now, but before I decided to do this show I decided to lose weight. I had 
XS�PSWI�E�PSX�SJ�[IMKLX�FIGEYWI�-�[EWR´X�½X�ERH�-�LEH�E�TIVWSREP�MRWXVYGXSV��-�PSWX����
OMPSW�SV�WSQIXLMRK�ERH�RS[�-´Q�NYWX�XV]MRK�XS�WXE]�½X��]SY�ORS[��XS�OIIT�HSMRK�[LEX�
I’m doing.

JM  I guess that brings me onto the next thought. As dancers we are inevitably 
concerned with our bodies as art, an concept you obviously share. Would you 
mind describing your relationship with your body? Is it simply something which 
is a medium or tool in order to make or present work, or is it where you derive 
inspiration?

FB  The body is a canvas to talk about the things you need, or have to talk about. 
And its something you’re often not really in control of. It’s something you have, and 
which you learn over time how to be able to use to say more the things you want 
to say in the moment, than what other people project onto you. And yes I agree, 
the thing with dancers - I know some dancers, they tend to be obsessed with their 
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bodies in a weird way.

JM  An unhealthy way?

FB  Its not up to me to say what is unhealthy or wrong, but certainly, people have 
different aesthetics. I mean I’ve never slept with a dancer, they’d probably freak 
out about somebody like me - or be embarrassed probably. I tend to go out with 
artists, who are more like me, though of course still very different. I think there is 
something autistic about people who make art.  An artist to me is someone who 
is dysfunctional, and in a way art communicates for them, or is their best defense.  
Anyone can be an artist if they think they are an artist. Someone who makes very 
nice cakes can be an artist. The moment we start to worry what is art and what 
isn’t or what is real and what isn’t we can get lost. Essentially most people I like, 
they are really dysfunctional people. And when people I meet are really good artists 
aesthetically, but they behave like businessmen, thats what they are, you know like Jeff 
Koons, or whatever.

JM  You talk about the artist as a kind of, disaffected person, but do you think 
suffering or pain, is also essential?

FB  I think everybody suffers. It doesn’t matter where you come from, what 
upbringing you had, everybody suffers. People just have a different awareness, I 
mean you can avoid it, and of course you can take drugs and self medicate. At the 
QSQIRX�-´Q�SR�QIHMGEXMSR�FIGEYWI�-�½RH�MX�HMJ½GYPX�XS�GSTI�[MXL�PMJI�ERH�Q]�ER\MIX]��
Generally people think I’m a happy chappy, but you know, how can you be happy? 
Maybe its also my age, but every day you have to have a reason to get up. 

JM  I was actually going to ask you that question - what gets you out of bed in the 
morning?

FB  My dogs. I have responsibilities. I have two dogs and I am in a relationship now. 
They give me love but they also give me discipline, which I need.

JM  You said last night in the post show that this work isn’t so different from your 
earlier stuff, the blood letting and other more loaded, or spectacular material. 
You also talk about language a lot when describing your work and I wonder if you 
think of this as a different language?
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FB  No, I think I use different strategies maybe, but not language. I don’t think 
there is such a thing as different language. I think maybe you have a different depth 
or understanding, but it depends where you are in your life. I talk about the same 
XLMRKW���I\MWXIRXMEP��TIVWSREP�XLMRKW��Q]�VIWTSRWMFMPMXMIW�XS�Q]WIPJ�ERH�XS�XLI�[SVPH��-X´W�
personal work and that doesn’t just mean airing your dirty laundry in public. I think--
[We are interrupted and I am introduced to another of Franko’s friends who is 
passing by.]

JM  You’re a very popular guy! I’m curious why you only did one date at the Place, 
when you sold out so quickly?

FB  Well its a long story. I did a showcase at Laban, but then I fell out with them 
- I didn’t like Laban. They said do a showcase and if we like it, we’ll do it. So, the 
showcase was for free and after that they said no thanks, we can’t afford you. The 
Place heard about it and said they would be interested. I think they thought it would 
FI�HMJ½GYPX�XS�KIX�TISTPI�XLIVI�FIGEYWI�TISTPI�XIRH�XS�TYX�]SY�MR�E�FS\���FIGEYWI�
you’re performing at a dance place, none of the people who follow your work are 
going to come, so they were relying purely on dance students to come. It would 
have been empty if I didn’t have a following. When it sold out they asked if I could 
do another show on the Monday and I said no, I’m not going to rush, and I’m glad I 
didn’t. I’ve got two dates in London at Toynbee [Arts Admin],  in November, and I’m 
changing the piece again.

JM  What are you changing?

FB  -´Q�KIXXMRK�VMH�SJ�XLI�JS\�WGIRI��ERH�-�VIEPP]�PMOIH�XLI�[E]�XLI�FIEV�NYWX�JYGOIH�YT��
WS�-�[ERX�XS�½RMWL�[MXL�XLEX�

JM  I loved the guy running down the stairs to turn it off, that was great.

FB  It was real! Its like what Tim Etchells, my friend said, never work with children, 
never work with animals and now, never work with robots. And I agree.

JM  So Because of Love was developed in dialogue with Gilles Jobin and Tim, right?

FB  Well with Gilles, I went to him and asked, would you advise me what not to do, 
and how not to hurt myself. I didn’t want people to think I’m trying to do dance. It 
was good learning what I could do, what my body, my age and my shape could do, 
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and also what was irrelevant to me. The movement needed 
to describe images I had, like punishment and childhood and 
I tried to learn how to do something that wasn’t tacky.

JM  I guess its something very different to what you 
usually present because usually you just have one image 
- something that carries a lot of material just in its being.  
This stuff seems so much quieter.

FB  I think I bleed more now. Now it is much harder to 
keep it together - the blood before was so much about the 
technical side.

JM  I’m sure you had to focus more on the physical reality 
of the task.

FB  Yes, now it is much more emotional.

JM  And I think you could tell - I felt very emotional, 
particularly in a couple of scenes - like with the repetition 
SJ�JEPPMRK�SJJ�XLI�FIH�SRXS�XLI�¾SSV��1E]FI�XLEX�[EW�Q]�
theatre brain kicking in actually - the lights descending on 
such a beautiful image, it really appealed to me.

FB  Yeah, that was probably the most theatre thing in the 
piece. It was also certainly a cue to tell me to move onto 
XLI�RI\X�MQEKI��-�HSR´X�YWYEPP]�YWI�GYIW��;MXL�XLMW�TMIGI�-�
just moved from one place to another and things changed 
around me.  Its a different way of working. And also, the 
good thing about Steve Wald, the brilliant technician, is that 
he understands that I can be unpredictable, but he trusts my 
unpredictability. Two hours before we were going to show 
we got rid of stuff. I got a wall of tiles made in Italy, and I 
said to him I’m not happy, so today I dumped it. He didn’t 
ask me if I was going to change my mind because he knew I 
wouldn’t. Don’t hold on to stuff just because you paid for it. 
Money doesn’t make the work. Unfortunately, I say that but 
XLI�FIEV�[EW�XLMVX]�XLVII�XLSYWERH�TSYRHW�XS�KIX�QEHI��&YX�
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XLEXW�PMJI��JYGO�SJJ��8LI�JS\�LIEHW��[LMGL�-´Q�RSX�KSMRK�XS�YWI�
again were another two thousand.

JM  What was it about the fox scene that didn’t work for 
you? I spoke to a few people afterwards that it was some 
their favourite moment.

FB  That’s interesting, I like the red, because the red is 
a reference to a Rothko painting, but I just thought what 
LETTIRIH�[MXL�XLI�FIEV�[EW�XLI�IRH��;LEX�XLI�JS\IW�[IVI�
supposed to mean is still too intimate and I haven’t been 
able to translate that, where the bear is much more clear. 
8LI�FIEV�MW�Q]�JEXLIV�½KYVI��FYX�XLI�MHIE�SJ�XLI�JS\�[EW�E�
way to acknowledge my dead friends, people I have lost. 
As I drag this sled around, they fall off and I pick them up 
ERH�XV]�XS�QEOI�TIEGI�[MXL�XLIQ��&YX�-�XLMRO�XLI�RI[�IRH�
is the bear going crazy - I leave and the lights go to a red 
silhouette. Then I think it would be fantastic. In theatre that 
fuck up would have been a failure - imagine, ohh the show 
MW�VYMRIH��&YX�EGXYEPP]�-�WEMH�]SY�ORS[�[LEX��XLEX´W�KVIEX��-�
think thats why Steve likes to work with me, because I’m not 
going to have a tantrum or blame people because actually 
I needed it. Not that I think things happen for a reason, but 
it was a moment of genius in a way - language and nature 
colliding. You can do fuck all about that, you can correct 
those moments if you want to, but why try?  

JM  So maybe you should work with robots?

FB  Well, maybe you should, but I tell you that robot was 
crazy.

JM  Who is it your art for?

FB  It’s for anyone who wants to see it. The point is that I’m 
dealing with language, like a poet or any other artist. I am 
presenting a series of images dealing with a subtle language 
which I can’t control. I always say to my students that you 
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have to focus on your intention, but it doesn’t matter for anyone else. You have to 
be clear for yourself but then once you’ve done that and you’ve told the story that’s 
interesting to you, then its not any longer concerned with you. I can say my work 
MW�EFSYX�XLMW��FYX�]SY�XYVR�EVSYRH�ERH�WE]�RS��]SYV�[SVO�MW�EFSYX�XLEX��-�WE]�½RI��
8LI�I\MWXIRGI�MW�MR�]SYV�QIQSV]��-�GER´X�S[R�XLEX��%RH�-�XLMRO�MJ�]SY�XV]�XS��MX�VMWOW�
FIGSQMRK�TVSTEKERHE��-�EP[E]W�WE]�XLEX�[I�[SVO�[MXL�PERKYEKI�XLEX�EPVIEH]�I\MWXW�
- we just appropriate it, and once it leaves us it becomes somebody else’s language 
- collective. Whatever you are are going to do or write about it [the work], or how 
people will talk about it, I’m just a coincidence. In the end I think art is a virus, it is a 
language that cannot be stuck down, even when its written - it is not what it says it 
is.

JM  In your documentary for your work you talked about the battle between 
having a career and still being a person, and the hoops you are forced to jump 
through to make art... in training. Do you think art school is dead?

FB  No, but it depends on the institution. And it also depends on the person, on the 
chemistry. I think essentially they are there to create a platform, but the unfortunate 
thing is that the people who teach there might just do it because its a job, you know? 
-X�TE]W�WSQIFSH]´W�QSVXKEKI��-R�IHYGEXMSR�MXW�ZIV]�VEVI�XS�½RH�WSQISRI�[LS´W�E�
FVMPPMERX�XIEGLIV�ERH�E�FVMPPMERX�EVXMWX��-�[SYPH�VEXLIV�½RH�E�FVMPPMERX�XIEGLIV�ERH�ORS[�
he is a crappy artist. If you cannot share then who cares? It is dead. When I was a 
student they were often too arrogant for their own good, and not generous, not 
sharing, and I guess in a way that inspired me not to be like that. I get a lot from my 
students - there were a lot of them there last night who traveled from Italy. It’s like a 
family. People don’t just do things because you pay them. 

JM  So what are your students like?

FB  I teach sculpture in Italy and at the beginning I got people that were really like, 
oh my god, this guy’s gonna kill me - they were totally traditional. One of them said “I 
want to be an artisan”. I said I’m not here to teach craft, I’m here to talk about art. If 
you want to be an artisan you are on the wrong course. Not because it is your fault, 
FYX�FIGEYWI�-�GERRSX�XIEGL�]SY�XLEX���EWO�JSV�]SYV�QSRI]�FEGO��&YX�LI�HMHR´X�QSZI�
on and he makes interesting stuff now. I get on well with his family because they 
think I opened up another world for him, which I guess I did, because otherwise he 
would be making...



JM  Pretty sculptures?

FB  Yeah, also working for somebody else. Actually in a way that is what he’s doing 
right now, working in a quarry for a big, famous sculptor. He was telling me, its a lot 
of hard work, and I say yeah, but he [the artist] doesn’t even do it - he gets you to 
do it.

JM  A lot of artists do that, don’t they?

FB  Yeah they do... I do everything! [Laughs] I stitch you know?

JM  Yeah, I love your stitchings, there’s something very innocent about them.

FB  Also I like the idea of men stitching, in this patriarchal society. And presenting 
something that is usually craft, as art - I’m using craft language to make art.

JM  Which I guess is the opposite of what your student wanted to do - presenting 
art as craft.

FB  Yes, that is it - he thought that craft was the artwork. And actually he really 
believed that with sculpture you have to get dirty, you have to sweat, and now that’s 
he’s doing it for somebody else, he says- shit... its a really heavy job. I say, where is the 
art?

JM  It’s funny, that kind of reminds me of the relationship a dancer and 
choreographer often have - you can end up giving yourself up to serve some 
other persons idea. Then is that really art, for you?

FB  When I started this project I met this teacher that taught classical ballet to kids 
in Italy and she put me through what you were supposed to do - it was crazy. She 
invited me to see the kids [perform], and I said no. I don’t want to be witness to 
what you call this mutilation, really. It’s funny when people say about my work - you 
EVI�I\XVIQI��=SYV�?TSMRXW�XS�.1A�PMJI�MW�I\XVIQI�

JM  You could say waking up at 6:30 every single day to get to ballet class is 
mutilating.

FB  (I½RMXIP]�QSVI�WS�
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JM  I have one last, quite morbid question I’d like to ask. What will you do with 
your body when you die?

FB  I don’t care. I don’t give a shit. It doesn’t matter once you are dead and I’m not 
worrying about that. One moment the light will go out and I will not have memory. 
I don’t believe in an afterlife. All this offering will be done. In terms of time we are 
all irrelevant - in a thousand years who is gonna know, or give a shit who Damian 
Hirst is, or Tracy Emin. Time is timeless. Why do people want to have legacy? I’m not 
worried about putting my work in museums, just so people can masturbate when 
I’m dead. This is the problem, a lot of people are so insecure - and I’m not saying I’m 
not - that they want to be remembered, as a decent artist or whatever. 

JM  It feels like such a shame we place so much importance in what people think 
of us, feeding our art-ego. Like - are people going to like it? Am I going to look 
intelligent or interesting, or useful?

FB �&YX��-�UYMXI�PMOI�XLI�MHIE�SJ�YWIJYP��8LI�[E]�-�XV]�XS�QEOI�WIRWI�SJ�[LEX�-�HS�MW�
that, maybe its delusional but, like society says a doctor is useful, I think that what I 
do is another approach to being useful. To whoever needs or wants it. Last night I 
fed you. Tomorrow you go to another restaurant. I guess my one fear or insecurity is, 
-�HSR´X�[ERX�XS�JIIP�QIHMSGVI��&YX�XLIR�-�KYIWW�WSQISRI�PMOI�1MGLEIP�'PEVOI�GSYPH�
look at me and say you are mediocre. I’m not trying to do what he does. One thing 
JSV�WYVI�MW�XS�JIIP�QIHMSGVI�[SYPH�YTWIX�QI��&YX�-�HSR´X�JIIP�QIHMSGVI��3J�GSYVWI�
you have to create a safe environment, but within that you have to be able to go out 
as well, otherwise you just get comfortable with everyone patting you-

JM  And saying how great you are.

FB  *SV�½ZI�QMRYXIW�ER][E]��+VS[MRK�YT�LYVXW��ERH�]SY�RIZIV�WXST�KVS[MRK�YT��
It doesn’t matter if you are 22 or 60, the moment you stop questioning you are in 
QIHMSGVMX]���HIEH��-´Q�RSX�[EMXMRK�XS�HMI��-�½RH�MX�HMJ½GYPX�XS�PMZI��FYX�-´Q�RSX�[EMXMRK�
to die.   

*          *          *
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&IEYXMJYP��XVERW½\MRK��³GV]WXEP �́MQEKIW�XLEX�[SVO�SR�QER]�PIZIPW��³&IGEYWI�SJ�
0SZI �́VIQMRHIH�QI�[L]�[I�QYWX�OIIT�KSMRK���
�LSPH�XLI�JEMXL��8LERO�]SY�

*VEROS�
 Helen Spackman

-�JIPX�WXMPP��WMROMRK�MRXS�XLI�MQEKIW�ERH�EXQSWTLIVI��8LI�TMERS�QE]�EX�½VWX�JIIP�
overly sentimental / manipulative but once I surrendered to it it pulled on the 

LIEVX�WXVMRKW�
Olivia Ivens

The dance with the polar bear made me tearful - lovely, thank you! I also 
VIEPP]�IRNS]IH�XLI�FIH�WIUYIRGI��ERH�XLI�JS\�WPIH�

Holly Rumble

2S[��-�GER�HI½RI�LS[�-�JIPX�]SYV�[SVO��]SYV�TIVJSVQERGI��-X�[EW�PMOI�[EPOMRK�
FEVIJSSX�SR�XLI�JVIWL��WTVMRK��KVEWW�EJXIV�VEMR��0MOI�³ZMPPERGMGSW �́JSV�\QEW��FEGL�
GSQMRK�FEGO�EX�LSQI��[SSHIR�WQIPP�MR�XLI�GEVEZER��0MOI�Q]�GLMPHLSSH��8LERO�

]SY��*VEROS�
�+MYPMERS�'MEVPSRM

Having seen Franko perform a blood painting @ Tate Modern I came with 
ER�IQTX]�QMRH��8LI�TIVJSVQERGI�[EW�FIEYXMJYPP]�L]TRSXMG��-�EQ�WXMPP�HMKIWXMRK�
[LEX�-�WE[�ERH�-�GERRSX�I\TPEMR�SV�HIWGVMFI�[LEX�-�WE[��7XMPP�XLMROMRK�EFSYX�MX�

Mervyn Diese

Beautiful, moving, absurd, funny and uplifting, thought provoking, music 
and visuals complemented the physical body well, strange and remarkable, 

beautiful!
Martin Denyer

8LMW�[SVO�MW�WXVERKI��-X�MW�WIPJ�MRHYPKIRX��MR�E�[E]�XLEX�QEOIW�]SY�XLMRO��-J�
Franko B made a children’s book, a book for himself as a child, it might be 

PMOI�XLMW�TIVJSVQERGI��-X�MW�E�GLMPH�PMOI�[SVO��E�[SVO�JSV�XLI�GLMPH�XLEX�FIGSQIW�
*VEROS��;LMGL�MW�XS�WE]�-�PSZIH�MX�

Jennifer Doyle

I enjoyed the work and thought that there was lots going on and for an 
EYHMIRGI�XS�IRKEKI�[MXL��-�EPWS�XLSYKLX�XLEX�MX�JEGIH�YT�XS��ERH�HIQSPMWLIH�

XLI�TIVGITXMSR�XLEX�*VEROS�&�MW�E�FMX�WGEV]���
�1EVO�'SYVXMGI

;MXX]��LYQSYVSYW��WEHRIWW��MX�[EW�PMOI�&PEGO�GSQIH]��-�HMH�IRNS]�XLI�
TIVJSVQERGI�
1��&SKPI

8LI�TSPEV�FIEV�[EW�YRGERR]��8LI�VITIEXIH�EGXMSRW�
�KIWXYVIW�[IVI�XLSYKLXJYP��
-�JIPX�WEH�JSV�0EMOE��8LI�WSRK���WSQI�SJ�XLI�ZS[IP�WSYRHW�³FPYVVIH �́��[IVI�XSS�
WMFMPERX�XS�LIEV�GPIEVP]��8LI�JS\IW�VIQMRHIH�QI�SJ�&IY]W���-�[VSXI�XLI�½VWX�PMRI�

SJ�E�RSZIP��8LERO�]SY�
.SLR�&SYVWRIPP

-X�MW�LEVH�XS�½RH�[SVHW�XLEX�GER�QEXGL�XLI�PIZIP�SJ�IQSXMSRW�XLEX�GSQI�
XLVSYKL�XLI�TIVJSVQERGI��7S�QER]�GSRRIGXMSRW�YRMZIVWEP�ERH�TS[IVJYP��FYX�

MRXMQEXI�
Anon

-RWTMVMRK�XS�WII�WSQIXLMRK�WS�WYVI�ERH�±½RI²�[MXL�WMPIRGI�ERH�WXMPPRIWW��]IX�
utilising more conventional theatricality and a publicity image that promises 
XLMW��7XMPP�XV]MRK�XS�[SVO�SYX�[LEX�[EW�KSMRK�SR�EX�XLI�FIKMRRMRK��ZMHIS�JSSXEKI�

��[EVQMRK�YT�EGXMSRW����-´PP�KIX�XLIVI�MR�XLI�IRH�
D. Howard

-�GSYPH�I\TIVMIRGI�HMJJIVIRX�IQSXMSRW�ERH�JIIPMRKW��-�JIPX�MRXVMKYIH��FSVIH��WEH��
LETT]��MVVMXEXIH��WPIIT]��-�JIPX�GSQTEWWMSR��-RXIVIWXMRK�[SVO�

Eduardo

Whilst I applaud variety in the arts I found very little that interested me 
EFSYX�XLI�TIVJSVQERGI�EX�XLI�2SV[MGL�EVXW�GIRXVI���[LMGL�[EW�E�WLEQI��
I found it very self indulgent, with little attention taken to engage with the 
EYHMIRGI�SR�ER]XLMRK�SXLIV�XLER�E�FEWI�WLSGO���FSVIHSQ�PIZIP��-�EQ�ER�

international performance artist myself, and all of my work is about engaging 
with my audience in very personal ways, exploring many emotions and also 
dealing with taboo subjects - so I was ready to enjoy the performance - but 

EPEW�MX�RIZIV�LETTIRIH��7LEQI�
Nick

8LERO�]SY�JSV�XLI�³FIEYXMJYP �́I\TIVMIRGI��-X�MW�MRXIVIWXMRK�[MXL�LS[�PMXXPI�MX�MW�
TSWWMFPI�XS�GSRZI]�WS�QER]�ERH�WYGL�HIIT�I\TIVMIRGIW�

Katja V.

*          *          *
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 Franko B was born in Milan and has lived in 
London since 1979. His performances, paintings, sculptures, 
photographs, videos and multi-media works have been 
presented internationally, including at Tate Modern, Tate 
Liverpool, ICA (London), PAC (Milan), South London 
Gallery, the Palais des Beaux Artes (Brussels) and the 
Crawford Municipal Gallery (Cork).
 He is professor of sculpture at the Accademia di 
Belle Arti di Macerata (Italy) and a visiting lecturer at the 
sculpture department of the Royal College of Art (London) 
and at other education institutions, internationally.
� ,I�LEW�FIIR�XLI�WYFNIGX�SJ�½ZI�QSRSKVETLW��
I Still Love (Ed. FAM, Motta Editore, 2010), Blinded By Love 
(Ed. Dominic Johnson, Damiani Editore, 2006), Still Life �&PEGO�
Dog Publishing, 2003), Oh Lover Boy �&PEGO�(SK�4YFPMWLMRK��
2001) and Franko B �&PEGO�(SK�4YFPMWLMRK������. 

 ‘I come from a visual art background and this is very 
MQTSVXERX�XS�QI�EW�MX�MRJSVQW�XLI�[E]�Q]�[SVO�MW�VIEH��3ZIV�
the last 25 years or so I have developed ways of working to 
suit my need at that particular time, in terms of strategy and 
context, by using performance, painting, installation, sculpture, 
TLSXSKVETL]��ZMHIS�ERH�WSYRH�́

[[[�JVEROS�F�GSQ
[[[�JVEROS�F�RI[W�FPSKWTSX�GSQ
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 His work with Paola Pivi, Martin Creed, Matthew Barney, Yinka 
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around the world.
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movement with the support of an impressive iconographic database. 
He also re-staged A+B=X with new performers. By the end of that year, 
following a proposal of The Geneva Chamber Orchestra, he created his 
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projects with countries from the Southern hemisphere.
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Collective and has recently begun showing work under the moniker NIKE. 
He has shown his work across the UK, as well as in Sweden and The 
Netherlands.

 Gill Lloyd is the co-director of Artsadmin and has 
worked with the organisation since 1986, before which she managed 
production and touring for The People Show. Gill initially worked at 

Artsadmin as project manager on a range of projects – 
particularly projects from South Africa in negotiation with 
the African National Congress during the period leading 
to the end of the cultural boycott. She also organised a 
large cultural festival �>EFEPE^E for the ANC in London.
  She has subsequently taken over overall 
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overall management of Artsadmin’s six-million pound 
building purchase and renovation.
  Gill also has specialist knowledge and extensive 
interest in Southern African culture and has undertaken 
a lot of South African human rights campaigning activity 
on behalf of artists working alongside veteran politician 
Helen Suzman both pre and post apartheid.

 Mitch Miller trained at 
Mountview and graduated in Musical theatre. He is 
currently working onboard The Celebrity Constellation 
travelling around Europe as a vocalist. 
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 James Morgan is a 
choreographer, performer and writer. Recently graduated 
from London Contemporary Dance School, he was the 
editor of Garble, the independent student magazine.  He 
was recently a critic for the Resolution! 2013 season 
of dance at The Place.  Performing in both devised and 
improvised work, he has worked with artists such as 
Igor Urzelai, Moreno Solinas, Theo Clinkard, Rick Nodine 
and Frauke Requardt.  In his own choreography he is 
interested in theatricality, absurdity and disappointment, 
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medium.
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and live art performances and he wrote the score to the 
awarded graphic novel The Tale of Brin & Bent and Minno 
Marylebone. Othon performed for the London Fashion 
Week and his music has been featured in galleries such us 
the Tate and the National Portrait Gallery. Othon has two 
albums under his name with guest artists Marc Almond, 
Camille O’Sullivan, David Tibet (of Current 93) and Ernesto 
Tomasini. With Tomasini, he formed the duo Othon & 
Tomasini, performing together all over the UK and Europe, 
in venues such as the Roundhouse and the Queen Elizabeth 
Hall. His second album impermanence was voted the best 
Greek album for 2011. Othon has created his own style of 
music, which he calls PAN muzik.

 Thomas Qualmann is 
a visual artist. He was born in Winchester in 1983 and 
studied at The Slade School of Fine Art, Bath School of Art 
and Design and Winchester School of Art. He lives and 
works in London and exhibits his drawings and animations 
internationally.
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artist and producer.  She has a strong background in theatre 
as a director & educator, working with seminal new writing 
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Centre to name a few... 2005-06 mentored by Franko 
B, guest mentors: Guillermo Gomez-Pena & Ron Athey. 
Recent projects include:  Speaker’s Corner - an audio visual 
installation in a car, and Body House (a work in progress).

 Stefano Teodori was born in 
1986 and studied Visual Communication and Multimedia 
with Video Installation at l’Accademia Di Belle Arti di 
Macerata (Italy). His recent exhibitions include I Low 
Art - Artcore Gallery, Bari (2012), Marche Centro d’Arte 
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Ticino, Bellinzona, UniMc Festival - Università di Macerata, 
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Mirionima, Macerata (2007).
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